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Water Resistance Testing

Big Bang Gold Ceramic. 
18K red gold chronograph, with ceramic bezel. 

Structured rubber strap.
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As an independent, family-owned jewellers, we’ve been committed to providing 

our customers with exceptional service for over 100 years and we’re extremely 

proud to have gained the reputation of a trusted specialist in fine jewellery  

and watches. Four generations after our first store opened in Leeds, we are 

now firmly established as one of the UK’s most distinguished retail jewellers,  

with a superb team of highly-experienced professionals in eight stores across  

the country.

Our pursuit of excellence and dedication to quality has been evident over 

the past few years with the addition of an Omega boutique in our Leeds John 

Dyson store, the opening of a brand new superstore in Nottingham that offers 

three floors of luxury watches and jewellery, including an exclusive Patek Philippe 

lounge, and a brand new website that makes shopping with us easier and more 

convenient than ever before.

This commitment to “excellence in every quarter” is set to continue into 2015 

as we open a dedicated Breitling boutique in our Leeds John Dyson store and 

change its name to Berry’s Jewellers. We will continue to focus on extending 

our own diamond and gemstone jewellery collections and working closely 

with the major watch houses and world-renowned brands to bring you the 

very latest and sought-after watches and jewellery pieces.

We are delighted to have played a part in some of the most important 

moments in our customers lives and to have helped make engagements, weddings, 

birthdays and many other events an extra special experience. We hope you find 

something in our brochure or in one of our stores that will become part of a 

precious memory for years to come.

We would like to take this opportunity to extend our thanks to our watch 

and jewellery partners for collaborating with us on this brochure.

WELCOME TO BERRY’S

Berry’s Albion Street • 62 Albion Street • Leeds LS1 6AD / Berry’s Commercial Street • 44 Commercial Street • Leeds LS1 6EX / Berry’s Victoria Quarter • 19-21 Queen Victoria Street 

Victoria Quarter • Leeds LS1 6BD / Berry’s Windsor • 41 Peascod Street • Windsor • Berkshire SL4 1EA / Berry’s Hull • 4 Queen Victoria Square • Hull HU1 3RA  

Berry’s Newcastle • Eldon Buildings • 122 Grey Street • Newcastle NE1 6JG / Berry’s Nottingham • 12 The Poultry • Nottingham NG1 2HW / Berry’s York • 52 Stonegate • York YO1 8AS

www.berrysjewellers.co.uk
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1. Sapphire and diamond fancy pendant in 18ct white gold. £3,995 / 2. Sapphire and diamond line bracelet in 18ct white gold. £9,495 
3. Sapphire and diamond cluster ring in platinum. £6,595 / 4. Sapphire and diamond three stone ring in platinum. £12,995

5. Diamond line bracelet in 18ct white gold. £6,495 / 6. Emerald cut diamond ring with pavé detail in platinum. £5,995 / 7. Round brilliant cut 
diamond solitaire ring in platinum. ‘Triple X’. £26,495 / 8. Circle pendant set with round brilliant cut diamonds in 18ct white gold. £3,995
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6. Ruby and diamond cluster ring in platinum. £9,995 / 7. Ruby and diamond cluster drop earrings in 18ct white gold. £4,395 
8. Emerald and diamond cluster ring in platinum. £19,950 / 9. Emerald and diamond cluster ring in platinum. £3,995 
10. Emerald and diamond drop pendant in 18ct white gold. £9,995 / 11. Emerald and diamond drop earrings in 18ct white gold. £7,995

1. Oval cut diamond line bracelet in platinum. £79,995 / 2. Round brilliant cut diamond full eternity ring in platinum. £6,895 
3. Round brilliant cut diamond solitaire ring with pavé band in platinum. £6,895 / 4. Marquise cut diamond ring with pavé surround  
in platinum. £16,295 / 5. Round brilliant cut diamond solitaire ring in platinum. £15,395
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7. Yellow and white pavé set diamond necklace in 18ct yellow and white gold. £8,995 / 8. Yellow and white pavé set diamond bracelet in 
18ct yellow and white gold. £6,495 / 9. Round brilliant cut fancy diamond bracelet in 18ct white gold. £3,995 / 10. Yellow diamond cushion 
cut ring with pavé detail in platinum. £79,000 / 11. Yellow diamond pear shaped pendant with pavé detail in 18ct white gold. £29,950 
12. Yellow and white pavé set diamond ear studs in 18ct white gold. £3,995

1. Pear shaped diamond pendant in 18ct white gold. £2,695 / 2. Pear shaped diamond drop earrings in 18ct white gold. £2,095 
3. Cushion cut diamond cluster earrings in 18ct white gold. £19,995 / 4. Cushion cut diamond ring with pavé detail in platinum. £79,950 
5. Fancy diamond pendant in 18ct white gold. £1,995 / 6. Fancy diamond earrings in 18ct white gold. £2,195
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EKA COLLECTION.

fope.com

Solo Collection – 1. Flexible bracelet of 18ct yellow and white gold with diamonds 0.20ct. £3,955 / 2. Flexible bracelet of 18ct white gold 
with three diamond rondels 0.30ct. £3,445 / 3. Flexible bracelet of 18ct white gold with a diamond rondel 0.10ct. £2,710 
4. Flexible bracelet of 18ct yellow gold with a rondel. £1,980 / Maori Collection – 5. Yellow gold necklace with white gold details and 
diamonds 0.09ct. £3,540 / 6. Yellow gold earrings with diamonds 0.11ct. £1,795
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1. Mikimoto Petit Soleil collection 18ct white gold and diamond set Akoya pearl pendant. £2,450 / 2. Mikimoto Classic Elegance collection 
18ct white gold and diamond set Akoya pearl earrings. £2,800 / 3. Mikimoto Classic Elegance collection 18ct white gold and diamond set 
Akoya pearl pendant. £2,400 / 4. Mikimoto 88 collection 31” 8mm Akoya pearl necklace with multifunctional 18ct white gold clasp. £8,800  
5. Mikimoto Laurel collection 18ct white gold and diamond set Akoya pearl earrings. £2,100 / 6. Mikimoto Laurel collection 18ct white gold 
and diamond set Akoya pearl pendant. £1,800

1. 18ct white gold seven stone square cut diamond ring 2.32ct. £12,995 / 2. Heart shaped 18ct white gold diamond set pendant and  
chain 1.30ct. £4,895 / 3. 18ct white gold three row emerald cut broad ring 4.82ct. £18,995 / 4. Burma Royal Blue Unheated (Gubelin 
Gem Lab Report) cushion shaped sapphire and round brilliant cut diamond ring in platinum. Sapphire 5.46ct, diamond 2.25ct P.O.A.  
5. 18ct white gold single stone brilliant cut diamond ring with baguette and brilliant cut diamond shoulders 1.63ct. £13,995 
6. Sri Lanka Vivid Blue ‘Royal Blue’ octagonal cut sapphire and baguette cut diamond ring in platinum. Sapphire 14.16ct, diamond 
3.52ct P.O.A. / 7. 18ct white gold round brilliant cut diamond line bracelet 5.32ct. £14,995

5. 2. 5.6. 4.3. 6.
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6. Horsebit necklace with pendant, 53cm long in 18ct yellow gold. £2,770 / 7. Horsebit bracelet in 18ct yellow gold. £4,950 / 8. Flora heart 
earrings in sterling silver with aureco black finishing. £160 / 9. Flora heart bangle bracelet in sterling silver with aureco black finishing. £240 
10. Horsebit bracelet in Sterling silver with rhodium plating. £990 / 11. Horsebit necklace in Sterling silver with rhodium plating. £535

1. G-Timeless Slim Automatic Collection. Polished stainless steel case. £1,295 / 2. G-Timeless Collection. Stainless steel case with black 
diamond pattern dial. £625 / 3. G-Timeless Rectangle Collection. Stainless steel case with a pink sun-brushed dial with diamanté  
pattern centre. £575 / 4. Horsebit Collection diamond set watch. White mother of pearl dial with Roman numerals at 6 and 12. £1,195 
5. Guccissima Collection. Pink gold PVD case with black sun-brushed dial with tone on tone indexes. £575

1. 6. 10.7. 11.3. 9.
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8. Bulgari Bulgari necklace, 18ct pink gold and pave diamond, with adjustable chain 38 to 45cm. £2,600 / 9. B zero 1 bangle, 18ct pink gold 
with black ceramic available in small, medium & large. £4,860 / 10. B zero 1 bangle, 18ct pink gold with white ceramic available in small, 
medium & large. £4,860 / 11. Bulgari Bulgari necklace, 18ct white gold and pave diamond, with adjustable chain 38 to 45cm. £2,680

1. B zero 1 pendant, 18ct yellow gold with pave diamonds, adjustable chain 38 to 45cm. £3,690 / 2. B zero 1 ring, 18ct yellow gold with pave 
diamonds, from £5,900 to £6,600 dependent on size / 3. B zero 1 ring, 18ct pink gold and white ceramic. £1,010 / 4. B zero 1 ‘Roma’ ring, 18ct 
pink gold with bronze ceramic, Special Edition 130th Anniversary ring. £1,100 / 5. B zero 1 watch, BZ23 in 18ct pink gold and white ceramic 
case and bangle. Quartz movement. £4,510 / 6. B zero 1 pendant, 18ct white gold with pave diamonds, adjustable chain 38 to 45cm. £3,770 
7. B zero 1 ring, 18ct white gold with pave diamonds, from £5,950 to £6,750 dependent on size.

2. 8.5. 10.
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9. Fusion Pendant in 18ct white gold with pavé set brilliant diamonds. £1,575 / 10. Fusion Ring in 18ct white gold with pavé set brilliant cut 
diamonds, 2 parts. £8,050 / 11. Fusion Ring in 18ct white gold with pavé set brilliant cut diamonds, 3 parts. £5,215 / 12. Fusion Bangle in 18ct 
white gold with pavé set brilliant cut diamonds. £12,200 / 13. Fusion Bracelet in 18ct white gold with pavé set brilliant cut diamonds. £2,450 
14. Fusion Pendant in 18ct rose, yellow and white gold with pavé set brilliant cut diamonds. £1,525 / 15. Fusion Ring in 18ct rose gold with 
pavé set brilliant cut cinnamon diamonds, 3 parts. £2,985 / 16. Fusion Ring in 18ct rose, yellow and white gold with pavé set brilliant cut 
diamonds, 3 parts. £5,105

1. Aria Bar Earrings in sterling silver. £115 / 2. Aria Drop Bar Necklace in sterling silver. £150 / 3. Aria Square Ring in sterling silver. £150 
4. Aria Two Bar Ring in sterling silver. £130 / 5. Aria Three Row Ring in sterling silver. £225 / 6. Aria Two Row Ring in sterling silver. £130 
7. Aria Chandelier Earrings in sterling silver. £225 / 8. Aria Chandelier Pendant in sterling silver. £175
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6. Monaco Historique Power Control chronometer in titanium and stainless steel. £5,600 / 7. Mille Miglia 2014 Race Edition chronograph in 
stainless steel. Limited edition. £3,560 / 8. Happy Sport Watch stainless steel and 7 moving diamonds. £5,210 / 9. Happy Sport Mini Watch 
18ct rose gold, stainless steel and 5 moving diamonds. £8,730 / 10. Happy Diamonds Icons 18ct white gold quartz movement. £9,940

1. Happy Diamonds heart shaped pendant in 18ct white gold with diamonds. £5,100 / 2. Happy Diamonds round pendant in 18ct rose 
gold with diamonds. £2,570 / 3. Happy Diamonds round pendant in 18ct white gold with diamonds. £3,070 / 4. Happy Diamonds round 
pendant in 18ct white gold with diamonds. £4,180 / 5. Happy Diamonds square necklace in 18ct white gold with diamonds. £1,870

1. 7.3. 9.
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1. Tortue SM white gold case set with diamonds 0.70ct. Silvered, flinqué dial with sunray finish. Manual movement Calibre 8970MC. £30,200 
2. Calibre de Cartier Diver pink gold and steel. Manual movement with automatic winding Calibre 1904-PS MC. £8,950 / 3. Calibre de Cartier 
Diver steel case on rubber strap. Manual movement with automatic winding Calibre 1904-PS MC. £5,700 / 4. Ballon Bleu de Cartier Small 
Model. Stainless steel and pink gold set with 11 round diamonds 0.05ct. Quartz movement 057. £6,250 / 5. Ballon Bleu De Cartier 28mm 18ct 
pink gold set with 30 brilliant cut diamonds 0.97ct. Fluted crown set with a cabochon sapphire. Quartz movement Calibre 057. £24,700

1. Africa necklace in hand engraved 18ct yellow gold. £11,780 / 2. Africa bracelet in hand engraved 18ct yellow gold. £1,450 
3. Jaipur ring in hand engraved 18ct yellow gold. £1,520 / 4. Cairo ring in hand engraved 18ct yellow gold. £2,840 
5. Jaipur bracelet in hand engraved 18ct yellow gold. £5,160 / 6. Paradise necklet set with gems in 18ct yellow gold. £1,430 
7. Paradise earrings set with gems in 18ct yellow gold. £465 / 8. Paradise bracelet set with gems in 18ct yellow gold. £585

2. 3.5. 5.
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3. Calatrava in 18ct white gold with a hobnail bezel, manual winding, 36mm. 5119G. £15,590 / 4. Annual Calendar with a moonphase in 18ct 
rose gold, self winding, 38.5mm. 5396R. £34,700 / 5. Calatrava with officer’s case in 18ct yellow gold, self winding, 38mm. 5153J. £23,390  
6. Nautilus Complication in stainless steel, self winding, 40.5mm. 5990/1A. £38,560 / 7. Annual Calendar with chronograph in stainless steel, 
40.5mm. 5960/1A. £36,920

1. Diamond set Nautilus in steel with a self-winding movement, 33.6mm. 7018/1A. £23,790 / 2. Diamond set Calatrava in 18ct rose gold 
with a moonphase and mother of pearl dial. Manual winding, 33.3mm. 4968R. £39,380
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3. J12 365 Black high-tech ceramic and steel. 36.5mm, automatic. Water resistant 100m. H3836. £3,750 / 4. J12 White in High-Tech ceramic 
and steel. 38mm, automatic. Water resistant 200m. H0970. £3,500 / 5. J12 White in High-Tech ceramic and steel with diamond indicators. 
33mm, quartz. Water resistant 200m. H1628. £4,175 / 6. J12 White Blue Light in high-tech ceramic and steel. Limited edition to 2,000 pieces 
worldwide. 33mm, quartz. Water resistant 200m. H3826. £3,400 / 7. J12 Black high-tech ceramic, steel and diamonds indicators. 33mm, quartz. 
Water resistant 200m. H1625. £4,175.

1. J12 365 White in high-tech ceramic, steel and diamonds. 36.5mm, automatic. Water resistant 100m. H3841. £9,500 
2. J12 365 White in high-tech ceramic and beige gold. 36.5mm, automatic. Water resistant 100m. H3839. £6,800
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3. Pilot’s Watch Edition ‘Le Petit Prince’ in stainless steel, mechanical chronograph movement, dia: 43mm. £4,750 / 4. Pilot’s Watch Edition ‘Antoine 
de Saint Exupery’ in stainless steel, mechanical flyback chronograph movement, dia: 43mm. £10,500 / 5. Aquatimer Edition ‘Expedition Jacques Yves 
Cousteau’ in stainless steel, mechanical fly-back chronograph movement, dia: 44mm. £5,500 / 6. Aquatimer Automatic 2000 in titanium, mechanical 
movement, self-winding, dia: 42 mm. £7,550 / 7. Portuguese Yacht Club in 18ct red gold, mechanical chronograph movement, dia: 45.4mm. £19,000

1. Portofino Hand-Wound Eight Days in 18ct red gold, mechanical hand-wound movement with 8-day power reserve, alligator strap, 
water resistant 3 bar, dia: 45mm. £14,750 / 2. Portuguese Perpetual Calendar in 18ct red gold, mechanical movement, perpetual 
calendar, alligator strap, water resistant 3 bar, dia: 44.2 mm. £28,000
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3. Lady’s Rendez-Vous Night & Day pink gold, mother of pearl dial with diamond set chatons, automatic movement, water resistant 30m. £12,300  
4. Lady’s Rendez-Vous Night & Day stainless steel, mother of pearl dial, with diamond set chatons, automatic movement, water resistant to 30m. £6,650  
5. Reverso Squadra Lady Duetto stainless steel, automatic movement, water resistant 50m. £7,950 / 6. Grande Reverso Automatique Night & Day 
stainless steel, automatic movement, water resistant 30m. £6,400 / 7. Lady’s Rendez-Vous Date pink gold, silvered guilloche dial, 42 hour 
power reserve, automatic movement, water resistant 30m. £14,000

1. Master Ultra Thin 1907 in pink gold, 35 hour power reserve, white dial, alligator strap, water resistant to 30m. £12,500 
2. Master Ultra Thin in stainless steel, 43 hour power reserve, automatic movement, alligator strap, water resistant to 50m. £5,600
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1. PAM0499: Luminor Marina 1950 3-Days, Automatic Acciaio, 44mm steel watch. £5,600 / 2. PAM0328: Luminor Marina 1950 3-Days, 
automatic, 44mm steel watch. £6,000 / 3. PAM0424: Radiomir California 3-Days, hand-wound mechanical, 47mm steel watch. £5,700  
4. PAM0317: Luminor 1950 Chrono Monopulsante 8-Days GMT ceramic, hand-wound mechanical, 44m ceramic watch. £16,200  
5. PAM0389: Luminor Submersible 1950 Amagnetic 3-Days Automatic Titanio, 47mm titanium watch. £8,300

1. Diamond set Aquaracer in brushed & polished stainless steel. White mother of pearl dial. £3,550 / 2. Carrera Calibre 5 Day-Date 
polished steel automatic watch with black opalin dial and alligator strap. £2,495 / 3. Carrera Calibre 9 stainless steel automatic watch  
with mother of pearl diamond set dial £2,850 / 4. Carrera Calibre 5 polished steel automatic watch with black opalin dial. £2,095  
5. Aquaracer quartz movement in polished and fine brushed steel. £1,425

1. 3.3. 5.
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3. LVCEA 28mm, steel and 18ct pink gold bi-colour case and bracelet. Quartz movement, Corundum and diamond crown. £4,600 / 4. LVCEA 28mm, 
all steel case and bracelet with pave index MOP dial. Quartz movement, Corundum and diamond crown. £3,800 / 5. LVCEA 28mm, all steel 
case and bracelet with Soleil treatment dial. Quartz movement, Corundum and diamond crown. £2,950 / 6. LVCEA 28mm, steel and 18ct 
pink gold bi-colour case and bracelet, with pave index MOP dial, Quartz movement, Corundum and diamond crown. £6,600 / 7. Octo 38mm, 
‘Solotempo, calibre BVL191, steel case with steel and 18ct pink gold bracelet and indexed dial, 42 hour power reserve. £7,600

1. Octo 41mm, ‘Velocissimo’ chronograph, calibre BVL328, all steel with 50 hour power reserve. £7,600 / 2. Octo 41mm, ‘Solotempo’, 
calibre BVL193 18ct pink gold with 50 hour power reserve. £16,500
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1. Wright Flyer Limited Edition Stainless Steel incorporating the Bremont BWC/01. Featuring some of the original muslin material used to 
cover the 1903 Wright Flyer aircraft. Limited to 300 pieces. £17,950 / 2. Solo Automatic Chronometer. Trip-Tick® construction with scratch 
resistant DLC treated case barrel, 43mm. £2,650 / 3. MBIII Automatic Chronometer, hardened stainless steel Trip-Tick® construction with 
case barrel in various colours, 43mm. £3,395 / 4. Terra Nova Automatic chronometer, satin and polished titanium with bi-directional 
rotating bezel with SuperLumiNova 24H GMT hand, 43mm. £4,495 / 5. Boeing Model 247 Automatic Chronometer, Custom 465® Stainless 
Steel exhibition case back, 43mm. £4,495

1. Meisterstuck Heritage Perpetual Calendar with a Moonphase, Day, Date, reference 110715, month, and leap year display in stainless steel, 
self-winding, 39mm. £8,500 / 2. Meisterstuck Heritage Date Automatic, reference 111622, in stainless steel, self-winding, 39mm. £3,105 
3. Meisterstuck Heritage Date Automatic, reference 111624, in stainless steel, red gold bezel, self-winding, 39mm. £3,020 / 4. Meisterstuck Heritage 
Date Automatic, reference 111625, in stainless steel, red gold bezel, self-winding, 39mm. £4,000 / 5. Meisterstuck Heritage Moonphase, 
reference 111184, in stainless steel, self-winding, 39mm. £3,190
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4. Skylar green dial gold plated quartz watch. £259 / 5. Chronograph stainless steel quartz watch. £209 
6. Kerry stainless steel quartz watch. £229

1. Parker stainless steel and gold plated quartz watch. £229 / 2. Darci rose gold plated quartz watch. £209  
3. Parker day and date rose gold plated quartz watch. £229

1. 4.2. 5.3. 6.
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MANUFACTURE
WORLDTIMERLIVE

YOUR
PASSION

Handcrafted in-house movement.
Manufacture Collection: in-house developed,
in-house produced and in-house assembled movements.

More information on www.frederique-constant.com

1. M2-01 Automatic Miyota 8215 in stainless steel with black PVD treatment. Hour, minute and seconds in custom discs. £1,100 
2. P1-01 Stainless steel with aluminium animation ring automatic Miyota 8257 movement. £775 / 3. P2-02 Black roughed stainless steel 
animation ring and black and gold colour PVD case. £900 / 4. P1-03 Orange rubber animation ring and black and orange PVD case and 
dial treatment. £850 / 5. P3-01 Black silicon motorbike tyre animation ring and black PVD treated case and dial. £825

1. 3.
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